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Somewhere in the recesses of the gallery, a worker is doing day-to-day business on a 

computer. This kind of labour is usually understood in terms of its symbolic results: e-mails 

are sent, schedules are organized, grant applications are written. The physical process of 

fingers tapping a keypad several hundred times a minute tends to be subsumed in these final 

products. But for the duration of this exhibition by Germaine Koh, that labour will be 

dignified. The keystrokes will be copied by another computer, which will translate the 

characters into Morse code; those bulky proto-digital bits will in turn be translated into puffs 

of smoke, which will issue from the building in a series of longer and shorter jets. Puffing 

hard when the worker inside is busy, breathing easy when there's less to do. Koh calls this 

translation process Prayers. 

Walking into the gallery you do not see much at all beyond the clean and accommodating 

space. But you do notice numerous shiny steel ball bearings, either still rolling or gathered in 

rivulets on the gallery floor. Stand there a little longer and you feel yourself the object of a 

gentle hail of these same tiny metal balls, spewing randomly from points in the ceiling. They 

pass or bounce off your body and join the eddies of small movement on the gallery floor, 

gathering along the irregularities in its concrete surface. Gradually the BBs gather in large, 

continent-like puddles, literal maps to a newly discovered territory. In principle, the balls 

would all gather at the lowest point on the floor, where they would be picked up and 

recirculated. In practice, gallery staff have to coax them into place, in the sort of "adjusted 

chance" activity favored by Marcel Duchamp. 

When you spend time with one of Germaine Koh's works, you realize that she is drawing 

attention to patterns that already exist but of which you are not normally aware. Koh is an 

unfolder, an actualizer: she makes patterns manifest in modest ways, the way one shakes 

powder on a smooth surface and blows it off to reveal fingerprints. What are these emergent 

patterns, immanent in the everyday interactions of humans and our environment? I'll 

suggest that they are macro-level, self-organizing properties that are quite physical, for 

all that they are difficult to divine. These patterns are life itself, on a scale that requires 

us humans to be rather humble about our conscious role in the world's processes of 

growth and change. 

All this from a few puffs of smoke, a sprinkling of ball bearings? Yes indeed. 

Koh's is a work of making manifest what exists in latent form in the physical world; 

making manifest what is immanent. In the unfashionable distinction made by religion and 

philosophy, immanence is usually opposed to transcendence. In those contexts, what is 

immanent in the world (or conversely, what transcends it) is God, Buddha nature, some sort 

of abstract mind. But we do not need spiritual notions to understand Koh's work, unless we 

want to get into theoretical tangos such as, Does traffic have a Buddha nature? Do comput

ers have a Buddha nature? And how can we reconcile such notions with the headlong 
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